Abstract-Many real-worldscheduling problems are suited to a mixecbinteger formulation. The solution of these problems involves t h e determination of integer and continuous variables at each time interval of the scheduling period. The solution procedure requires simultaneous consideration of these two types of variables. In recent years researchers have focused much attention on developing new hybrid approaches using modern heuristic and traditional exact methods. This paper proposes the development of a variety of hybrid approaches that combines heuristics and mathematical programming within a genetic algorithm (CA) framework for a realworld mixed integer scheduling problem, namely the generation scheduling (GS) problem in electrical power systems. The problem is to define onloff decisions and generation levels for each generator in a power system for each scheduling interval. This paper investigates how the optimum or near optimum solution for the GS problem may be quickly identified The results obtained are promising and show that the hybrid approach offers an effective alternative for solving the GS problems within a realistic timeframe.
Introduction

Problem domain
Many real life scheduling problems. such as resource allocation. inventory management, and process scheduling that occur in a broad range of industries including chemicalibatch processing, oiliwater refineries, and electricity utilities, are of a mixed-integer nature. Solving these scheduling problems is important for the economic operation of facilities and has been studied in the literature.
Example problems include inventory management of a refinery PI, scheduling of multiproduct plants consisting of a sequence of sages [Z] , scheduling of storage tanks in a water treatment facility 131, scheduling of sequence ofjohs on machines and a continuous resource allocation [4] , and electricity generation scheduling in power systems [5] [6] [7] [8] .
A real-world mixed-integer problem involving the shortterm scheduling of generators in a centralised electrical power system is considered here. The solution of generation scheduling (GS) problems involves the determination of the unit commitment (UC) and economic dispatch (ED) for each generator in a power system at each time interval in the scheduling period [S,9] . UC is an integer (discrete) problem which decides which of the generating units are on or off in each time interval of the scheduling horizon. ED is continuous problem which determines the allocation of the power output (system load) to the generating units. The solution of GS problems requires the simultaneous consideration of these two decisions. Of course, this is one large problem, manifesting itself mathematically as a mixed-integer problem. However, historically it was regarded as two separate problems, largely because of the complexity o f the combined problem.
In general, GS problems are highly constrained and combinatorial in nature, and continue to present a challenge for efficient solution techniques [S, 61.
The composition of two tightly coupled combinatorial and continuous sub-problems of the GS problem represents a typical feature of many scheduling problems posed in refinery and resource management @4, IO] . In many cases the continuous problem can be solved using exact or heuristic methods once the solution to the combinatorial problem is known [I 1-13].
Solution techniques
For many real-world resource management problems, the material flow pocess yields to the application of many traditional techniques such as linear programming based branch and bound [I] and Bender's decomposition 121.
Other such applications have been tackled with heuristic methods as in [4] . A variety of different techniques have been employed to solve the GS problem [SI. The main drawback of the mathematical programming techniques is that the number of combinations of states that must be searched increases exponentially with the sire of problem and becomes computationally prohibitive [5,11,12]. Furthermore, these techniques are poor in handling the nonlinear objective and constraint functions and several assumptions are generally required to make the problem solvable using reasonable computational resources [IO] . Alternatively, some heuristic-based techniques use a specialised method to evaluate the objective function in the time interval under examination [4] . Solution approaches of these types are based on specialized techniques that work particularly well for a 0-7803-7804-0 /o3/$17.00 o 2003 IEEE given problem but are only of limited applicability to other problems [5] .
In order to overcome the above limitations, researchers in recent years have focused much attention on hybrid solution techniques combining exact and heuristic methods within meta-heuristic [12, 13] and hyper-heuristic [I41 frameworks to attempt a wide range of complex scheduling [IO] and assignment/timetabling problems [15] . Attempts to combine a CA with the branch and bound for integer programming have been made in [12, 13] . A hybrid approach of local search and mathematical programming techniques is described in [ll] . A multiplier updating method has been incoporated with GAS to handle the problem constraints in [IO] .
A review on the applications of evolutionary-based techniques to power systems and generation scheduling is given in [6] . An evolutionary programming approach with a number of special mutation operators is used in [16] . GAS capable of dealing with the commitment and dispatch variables coupled by dynamic constraints for each time interval in the scheduling period have been developed using an extra special mutation operator [8] , and, with an adaptive evaluation (fitness) function and four specific crossoverlmutation like operators [7].
Our previously related work presented GA -based approaches for the GS problem p,17,18] and water tank scheduling problem [3] . This paper extends this previous work and details the de\,elopment of a variety of improved CA-based approaches in order to more quickly obtain the optimum or near optimum solution for the GS case study. Five CA-based approaches, from a simple GA to a GAbased hybrid, are developed and studied for a test GS problem. The results obtained show that the GA-based hybrid offers an effective alternative method for solving realistic GS problems within a realistic timeframe.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the general GS problem itsmathematical model and the test case study. Section 3 discusses the proposed GA approaches, their implementation and the results obtained. The conclusions are noted in Section 4.
Problem description
Problem statement
The GS (UCIED) problk; is a short-term scheduling problem, typically with a scheduling period of twenty-four hours. The main objective of a centralized GS problem is to minimize the total cost of power generation in a power system over the scheduling period [5] . The total cost of generation depends on the operating, start up and shut down costs of the individual generating units, summed over all units and time intervals. The start-up cost is the cost of synchronising the generators to the network. It is typically taken as a constant for scheduling p]. The noload cost is the cost at zero generation when the generator produces no electricity. The incremental cost specifies the gradient of cost function against generation and is mainly determined by the fuel cost. The fuel cost of generation is generally taken to be a linear, piecewise-linear or a quadratic function of dispatched generation. This is subject to a variety of operational constraints. The total generation must meet the forecast demand and network losses; moreover there must be a certain level of reserve capacity available. Individual generating units are characterized by constraints including the minimum and maximum generation levels, ramp rate limits on the increase and decrease in generation, and the minimum up and down times. There. may also be limits on the generation within local areas. This problem is representative of a scheduling problem characterised by composition of tightly coupled discrete and continuous variables, in for example oillwater refineries [I ,3] , production facilities [2,3], and manufacturing industries [IO] .
Mathematical model
This section presents the GS problem as a mixed integer programming (MIP) problem. The proposed scheduling model is based on a uniform discretisation of time in the given scheduling horizon. A complete list of the notation used is given and the objective and typical constraints of the problem are set out.
2.2.1
Notation
q. A commitment and dispatch schedule is given by the arrays {aj! } and {p,! } , which is denoted by a a n d p .
2.2.2
Formulation of Objective and Constraints The goal of the generation scheduling problem is to identify a least cost solution that satisfies all problem constraints. The objective ofthe problem can be defined as minimising the total operating cost over the scheduling horizon. The total cost, comprises of constant start-up costs and piecewise linear generating costs, is minimised, 
I i f n : -' = a , ' = l t h e n -p , I : p~' -p , '~'~p~,
ifa'=Ithenp,'=p,~'",' if?: = I l h e i i p~~' S p~+ p , , Minimum on times: For each generator the time between a consecutive start-up and shutdown must be greater than the specified minimum on time.
,'=,+I Minimum shutdown times. Once a generator has shut down, the minimum shutdown time must elapse before it can be started UP.
Demand The predicted load demand must be met by the sum of the generation of all the units. ai , p , given for i = 1 ,..., N .
In the aboveIRR,IMoT,IMsrandI,denoteparticular subsets of units associated with the constraints, and Trc is a subset of times. Equations (1)- (13) define a general mathematical model for a general GS problem formulated as a MIP problem. This problem can be linearised by formulating (I), (2) and (7) as inequalities and introducing extra variables to reformulate (5).
Test case study
For demonstration clarity a small test problem involving five generating units and six four-hour time periods is considered. The problem is to schedule the' generation.of each generating unit for each time period. The test problem has been designed to incorporate some of the Table I : Relevant data of the generating units.
The test problem provides a simple benchmark for demonstrating the application and analysis of the application of GA-based approaches. Data for the test problem is given Table I . The test problem is presented in more detail in [9] . The reserve capacity of the power system is required to be greater than or equal to 200 MW. Local area constraints require that the sum of the generation of generating units 1 and 2 minus the sum of the generation units 3 , 4 and 5 must be within the range of [-ZOOMW, +ZOOMW]. The MW demands (including losses) for the six time periods are: 1000,1680,1600,1840,1600and 1200.
To avoid the complication of initial and final conditions, a cyclic boundary condition is adopted. This boundary condition means the sequence of events is assumed to repeat indefinitely (the first time step follows the last).
The objective of the test problem can be formulated by simplifying ( 3 ) as follows,
Minimize qa
where T is the length of one time period and V, is incremental cost for unit i. The generation limits, demand and reserve awstraints are mathematically described by (6), (IO) and (1 1) respectively. The local area constraint is in fact the transmission constraint (12) and can be reformulated as follows,
2.4.Optimum solution
The objective represented . b y equation (14) with constraints represented by (6), (IO) 3 Proposed GA-based approaches and results
GAS and implementation
The proposed solution approaches employ a GA framework, which is based on a model of evolutionary adaptation in nature [20, 21] . The evolution process yields fitter solutions, which approach the optimal solution to the problem. The creation and evaluation of a large nuinber of solutions can be computationally costly 1211. A number of GA designs are proposed, from a basic GA to an advanced hybrid approach, in order to improve their performance and the computational time to obtain the optimum or near optimum solution for the GS problem. For all of these GA designs a binary string has been adopted to represent candidate solutions of the UCiED problem p]. A penalty function approach has been used to take account of the constraints for the test problem 171. The penalty value for each constraint violation is proportional to the amount by which the constraint is violated. The evaluation function is the weighted sum of penalty values for each constraint violation and the objective function itself. The particular GA parameters (population size, number of generations, crossover probability and mutation probability) that give the hest performance for each of the proposed approaches have been identified after a process of experimentation. The general approach adopted during the tests o f each o f the GA designs was to conduct ten runs until the stopping criterion (a given number of generations) is reached. The hest solution obtained, computational time for, one run and mean computational time to obtain the optimum solution (if found) were recorded for each of the proposed GA designs (see Table 3 later). The different GA designs have been implemented on a Sun Sparcstation 1000 using the Reproductive Plan Language, RPL2 1221..
The following subsections outline aspects o f the alternative GA designs used in the experimentation. A more detailed description of some of these alternatives is available in [9,17,18 
(16)
The demand constraint (IO) is related to the actuaioutput of the generators (p'3 therefore is considered in the second stage. Since the reserve capacity of a power system is related to the maximum output capacity @"'"J of the committed units for each period the reserve capacity constraint (1 1 ) should be strictly taken into account in the first stage. The group constraint is related to the actual output of committed units and must he considered during the selection of the powers of the generating units. Nevertheless, in order to discard many unfeasible solutions, relaxed group constraints were considered in this stage too, in order to identify those combinations of committed units which cannot satisfy the group constraints in the second stage. The relaxed group constraint is therefore formulated as follows,
where, I
$ is empty set and -200, 2001 . In the first stage GA a binary string has been adopted to represent candidate solutions of the UC problem. The string uses thirty binary hits to represent the commitment variables (a,! ) for the five generators over the six time periods of the test problem. Ten of the best UC solutions given by the first stage GA have been forwarded to the second stage ofthe algorithm.
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3.2.2
In the second stage the output of each committed unit is identified for the best ten commitment decisions obtained in the first stage using an independent CA. A binary string is used to encode the dispatch variables ofthe ED problem. A five bit-string is set for each'committed generator in each time period. With this approach the length of a GA string varies according to the commitment decisions. The maximum length of a single string for this test problem is I50 bits.
The objective of the problem for this stage of the twostage GA is to minimise the total operating costs over the entire planning horizon namely, Stage 2: ED between committedunits . The start-up cost is not included in this objective since the output power is being chosen between the committed units. The. start-up and shutdown of a unit has already decided in stage I of the algorithm.
The reserve capacity constraint represented by equation ( I I ) , which is related to the maximum output of the generators, was taken strictly into account during the UC decisions in the first stage, therefore it is not considered in this stage. The demand constraints (IO) and group constraints (15) however must be considered in this stage.
3.2.3
Results The best solution found by the two-stage GA approach has a cost value of 76328. The computational time taken by one run of the first stage GA was typically thirty seconds. One run o f the second stage CA to calculate dispatch variables for one set, of UC variables took about seven minutes, i.e. for the ten sets of the UC it took about seventy minutes. This is very laborious and time consuming and could not be used for large problems without an improvement.
Explicit GA
An attempt at encoding both the UC and ED between committed units in a single GA is here referred to as an explicit GA. A problem representation has been designed using a binary string which includes binary sub-strings for each unit at a scheduling period. A sub-string containing six bits has been used to represent a generating unit at a particular time period. Of the six bits, one bit represents commitment and the remaining five binary hits indicates the ED variable ofthe unit for that time period.
The penalty function approach has been adopted to consider the demand constraint (IO) , reserve constraint ( I 1) and group constraint (15) of the test problem. The generation limit constraints ( 6 ) of the problem are automatically satisfied.by the solution representation. The evaluation value of a solution string is the weighted sum of the objective value (1 4) and th,e amount of violations of the constraints. The weighting coefficients have been chosen in such a way that the violation of the constraints generally . dominated over the objective value.
The computational time taken for a run of the CA was approximately eight minutes. The explicit CA has been able to find the optimum UC decision for the problem. This approach however, could not find the optimum values of the dispatch variables. The best solution found by the explicit GA has a cost value of 76232.
Unlike the two-stage CA approach, the explicit GA incorporates both the UC and the ED problem during the solution.process and solves this as a single problem. The computational time required for the explicit GA, however, is very large (about eight minutes) given the size of the problem.
Integrated CA
The proposed integrated GA decomposes the scheduling problem into UC and ED problems. Fig. 1 shows the structure of the integrated GA for solving the GS problem. The test problem represented by objective (14) subject to constraints (61, (IO) , (11) and (15) is considered in the decomposed form. Thus the'objective function becomes, min
which is subject to the constraint (1 1) and the following problem-being feasible: (IO) and (15)}. (20) The combinatorial minimisation UC-problem (19) is an integer problem and is represented in the GA solution string as a binary array as described for the two-stage GA. The ED problem (20) parameterised by Ct is a continuous problem and can therefore be as a part of evaluation value calculation of the CA using linear programming (LP) or a heuristic approach as indicated in Fig. 1 .
During the calculation of the evaluation measure of each string first a linear program (LP) ED (20) is formed for the given commitment decisions and the LP is solved to give dispatch variables. Secondly, the evaluation function measures the total cost given by (19) plus a weighted sum of penalty functions. This takes into account violations of constraints (1 1) and infeasibility of the linear programming problem (20) . From (6) and (10) The evaluation function is taken as E = F ( a , p ) + 0, (penalr), )+ ~*(penolty,)+w;(pe,rolty,) (22) Here penalty,, penalty2, penalty, are the penalty functions associated with constraints ( I I ) , (21) and any .infeasibility ofthe linear programming. The termsw,, oi and o, are suitably chosen weigh'ts. AMPL with OSL solver routines [I91 has been'used to solve the LP problem. The routine returns a minimum sum of infeasibility when presented with an infeasible problem.
All ten CA runs with this design found the optimum solution. The computational time taken for a run of the integrated CA was approximately five minutes. The computational time required for the integrated CA is still large given the size of the problem. If we compare this with the computational time (about half a minute) required for the GA to solve only the UC problem, we conclude that most of the computational time of the integrated CA is taken by the LP (ED) problem. Improvements to this part of the problem were therefore sought. are successively adjusted, using merit order such that the group constraints and demand are satisfied. This is achieved by .taking into account the values of ; at previously set times, the given commitments. and the unit capacities and ramp -rates. This approximate method proved to be a fast and sufficiently accurate alternative to the exact LP method to obtain the optimum commitment.
The hybrid was run for ten experiments. With this approach the computational time taken by this approach was reduced dramatically. One run of the CA-heuristic hybrid took about 40s. The best solution found by the CAheuristic hybrid approach has the cost value of 76792. The best solution given by this approach is close to the optimum solution, and though the evaluation function is approximate, the optimum commitment is consistently' found.
Knowledgebased hybrid GA
The CA approach explained in the previous section may be further improved by hybridizing it with other approaches for refining the candidate solutions before a n d o r after a CA process. A knowledge-based hybrid CA is proposed by adopting the CA-heuristic hybrid approach with a pre-C A and post-CA process for the GS problem. A general structure of the approach is depicted in Fig. 2. K"mrld#t modi1
TAqiy Inl~l".""lhlilforr.*,"~ ---- For the pre-CA process, a partitioning approach through the implementation of expert knowledge w a s employed to identify the likely structure of the unit commitments using a merit-based approach. The units are initially placed in merit order (here in order of average running costiMWh at full output), and their cumulative total generations calculated. Units which lie sufficiently below the minimum demand are classified as "must-run"; units which lie sufficiently above the maximum demand are classified as "can't-run"; and those remaining are "canrun" units. This allocation is indicated for representative load curve in Fig. 3 :This classification is then revised at each time interval to take account of unit inflexibilities and group constraints. Thus the "can-run" band is subsequently narrowed to a margin around the demand curve. The resulting 'partition' is then used to initialise the population of the CA. For each solution in the initial population, the commitments are set as a,! = 1 (must-run). ar' = 0 (can't-run), or chosen randomly (can-run). The CA . operators, of course, can change these initial commitments during the search process. The partitioning technique employed to seed the initial population for the reported test problem uses a margin around the demand curve of +500 MW.
For the post-CA refinement. an LP approach is employed to recalculate the exact ED solution to the best commitment decisions obtained from the GA. Again AMPL with OSL solver routines has been used to solve the LP. However unlike the integrated CA, the LP in the knowledge-based hybrid CA is solved only once for the best commitments given by the CA. As before the evaluation value calculation employs the approximate heuristic method to determine the ED variables. A total o f ten experiments have been performed with different seeded initial populations using the partitioning approach. 
3.7
Comparison o f different CA approaches Table 3 summarizes the results obtained using the different approaches described in the previous sections. This table shows the cost of the best solution found, the computational time for the given number of iterations and the mean computational time to find the optimum solution. In the two stage GA approach the solution requires the hest set of UC solutions, rather than just the best one, from the first stage as a template for the dispatch in the second stage. Although the first stage GA requires about 30s to solve the UC problem, the overall approach is quite time consuming and therefore is inappropriate for application to larger problems. ' The explicit GA is also a time consuming appronch'and therefore is unsuitable for larger problems without significantly improving its speed. Comparing the computational time (30s) required for the GA to solve only -the UC problem, it is obvious that the large computational time required for the explicit GA is due to the inclusion of the ED variables in solution strings.
The integrated approach has-been able to find the optimum solution with a computational time of 300s. Here the LP problem was solved exactly by using the LP solver to find the exact'solution to the LP problem. It is obvious again that most of the computational time is taken by the . . . .
. . LP solver, making the integrated approach still a computational costly method.
The CA-heuristic hybrid found the optimum commitments for the problem, but the exact optimum values for the dispatch variables were not found.
The results presented in Table 3 .show that the knowledge-based GA approach gives the best performance in terms of the cost of the best .solution found and the computational time-taken, compared with the other GAbased approaches. However, the BaB technique found the optimal solution for the test problem considered in 1.4s. It should be noted here that the test problem considered has been specifically designed with peicewise linear functions to fit to the BaB technique. The computational time for the BaB technique however, increases prohibitively as the size of problem increases. Furthermore, it cannot readily be applied to problems with nonlinear. objectives and constraints.
The knowledge-based G A has also been tested on a! larger non-linear problem and has been found effective in, comparison with the Lagrangian relaxation technique. This is discussed in more detail in [l7] . This approach offers an^ effective alternative method for solving realistic GS problems within a realistic timeframe.
Conclusions
The paper has investigated the development and application of a variety of GA approaches for .solving a real-world mixed-integer scheduling problem. Five GAbased approaches namely; a two stage GA, explicit GA, integrated GA, GA heuristic hybrid approach and knowledge-based hybrid GA have been developed and studied for the generation scheduling (Unit commitmentleconomic dispatch) problem in power systems.
The two-stage GA solves the UC problem by first considering maximumunit capacity and then solves for the ED variables for the best UC result obtained. The explicit GA encodes both UC and ED problems in the solution string. The integrated GA encodes only the UC problem in the solution string and solves the ED problem within the evaluation value calculation using a linear programming (LP) method. In the CA-heuristic hybrid method the ED is solved by using a heuristic approach to calculate dispatch variables. This calculation is^ approximate; however, it requires much less computational time compared with that required for the LP method. The knowledge-based hybrid CA uses the CA -heuristic hybrid approach with pre-and post-GA processing.
The results obtained show that the knowledge-based hybrid GA approach is an effective choice for the solution of the GS problem. In this approach, each binary string is a complete commitment schedule, and the corresponding dispatched generations are determined in the evaluation value calculation of each string. Domain knowledge of GS is used to define the'initial conditions of the GA. This has been shown to make the method more consistent in finding the optimum solution. Scheduling rules are incorporated in a fast approximate method of evaluating solutions, accelerating the computational time of the GA to competitive levels. The results obtained show^ that the knowledge-based hybrid approach offers notinconsiderable advantages over these alternative formulations. Whereas it is computationally slower than a classical branch-and-bond solution for the small test system described, results have been shown that it does not suffer the same rate of slow-down as the problem grows -it is therefore more suited to realistic problems.
The CA-based hybrid approach may be extended to other similar scheduling problems of mixed-integer nature, decomposing the problem into discrete (integer) and continuous (real-numher) problem elemcnts. The GA string can characterize the integer problem whereas the realnumber problems can be solved within the CA framework by using the exact and rule-based heuristic methods.
